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The Scottish Government should openly debate and endorse a CHARTER clearly delineating 
comprehensive Scottish Human Rights that embraces the needs of a free people and is in 

compliance with the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and all United Nations articles.  

A bill is nominally outwith Holyrood’s competency as defined in the 1998 Scotland act (and its 
subsequent amendments). 

However, flagrant attacks on Westminster ’s HRA (1998) make it imperative the Scottish people draw 

a clear line in the sand over matters as fundamental to a modern progressive democracy as this 
matter. 

The Scots have consistently shown a greater desire to remain EU citizens than many others in the 
UK.   

They also recognize the need to maintain rights to assemble and partake in vibrant and vocal 
peaceful mass public demonstrations/rallies. WM attacks on the ECHR and the HRA do not bode 
well for the continuance of these freedoms.  How long before freedom of speech and rallies for 

independence are seen as 'anti-British' and liable to sedition hearings? 

Why debate, frame and endorse a Scottish Human Rights charter? 

 The 1998 WM HRA is a core component defining civil liberties and the government’s 
obligations to protect these in accordance with the ECHR 

 The HRA is part and parcel of the 1998 Good Friday peace agreement between WM and 

Eire. Has Holyrood approached Ireland in public over WM plans? Internment was not a 
pretty thing. 

 Unionist(Tory)  desires to abandon not only the ECHR, but the existing HRA flys in the face of 
the majority of public opinion in the UK and within the EU.  

 The Scots cannot sit back and see their ECHR/HRA rights to assemble, and demonstrate 
peacefully (among many others) being destroyed to protect a ‘British state” they neither 
respect nor feel any connection to. 

 An independent Scotland will be able to present its Human Rights Charter to the United 

Nations and the European Union to help promote our membership of these bodies in the 
future. 

There is a grim future if Holyrood fails to start sending defiant messages to Westminster. 

The Message of acquiescence. 

A message that the Scottish Parliament agrees and acknowledges it is fettered by the Reserved 
Powers in the 1998 Scotland Act and that is has no power to govern Scotland as a government 

should.  


